INDUSTRY EXPERIENCE
PRODUCTION/DEVELOPMENT EXPERIENCE
KOMETA FILMS - Internship -Production Assistant - November 2018
Provided script coverage for multiple projects
Wrote a TV Pilot on a deadline
Worked on short deadlines

MORGANE
BULEON
26 . 03 . 1997

Assisted the producer on submitting projects for financial funds
Made translations and corrections in French and English

WRITING EXPERIENCE
LE MOULIN D'ANDÉ - Writing Résidence - June 2018
Worked on a deadline
Wrote developed, pitched and rehearsed with actors a short film in a week
Wrote on an imposed theme
Learned to adjust a script

SUMMARY

ROBERT MCKEE'S STORY + TV DAY - Seminar - December 2017
Learned the basics and essence of scriptwriting

Passionate, hard working junior looking
to work in production and development.
Wide range of knowledge of films and
TV series. Fast learner with an eye for
detail and creativity. Experienced at
providing full script coverage, working
under short deadlines and writing
multiple genre.

SCREENWRITER - Freelance - 2017-current
Worked on a deadline
Worked on imposed themes and genre
Learned to develop a TV show, a feature, a short film, and a documentary
Wrote several short films, one shown at La Cinémathèque Française and
selected by CILECT to be considered for the Student Academy Awards

OTHER EXPERIENCE
SCRIPT SUPERVISOR - Short films only - 2016-2018
Enhanced my eye for details

LANGUAGES

Learned how to be discreet on set
Assisted directors in problem solvings

DIRECTOR - Frelance - 2016-current
FRENCH (native)

Directed multiple student and short films

ENGLISH (fluent)

Able to work with a variety of people, take direction and act quickly

GERMAN (basic)

Managed castings

EDUCATION
École Supérieure d'Études Cinématographiques (ESEC) - 2015-2018
Bachelor in Assistant Directing, major in Screenwriting, with Distinction

Lycée L'Institution La Providence Saint-Malo - 2012-2015

INTERESTS

French baccalauréat in Literature, French, English with Merit

SKILLS
Films & TV Series, History, Arts &
Music, Fashion, Travelling, Tennis

Familiar with PC and Mac operating systems
MS Office including Word, Excel, Powerpoint
Final Draft
Basic knowledge of Final Cut Pro X
Strong knowledge of social media

